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Next level internet connections give your business a real
competitive lead, every single day.

Today’s rapidly changing business world has dramatically increased reliance on
the cloud and internet connectivity, particularly when serving customers, working
with suppliers, or managing partners.



Businesses using VOIP telephony or other business-critical cloud technology face
the risk of significant business disruption should their current internet service fail.
More and more businesses are choosing to have a dedicated second connection to
combat this.



Along with mitigating business disruption, a second connection can also provide a
level of service and flexibility that might otherwise be lacking. These benefits can
include dedicated local monitoring and service level agreements as well as
avoiding long contract terms where upgrading a plan is strictly tied to resetting a
current contract.



Reliable and ultra-fast internet speeds are not just game-changing; they are often
the difference between businesses succeeding and failing.
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Why does an extra connection matter to your business?
There are a host of reasons why businesses of all sizes are increasingly moving to an
extra connection to drive business growth and protect their assets – and reputation.

Workload balance:
Having an independent, separate connection to your business gives you two lanes
of traffic to work with. Access your full available bandwidth without slowing down
any of your business functions. Allow all the work traffic in your business to flow
smoothly by utilising dedicated internet connections.

Security:
How does your business protect privacy and confidentiality? A dedicated connection
can help elevate your data hygiene and thus enhance client confidence in how you
handle critical information. This can even extend to siloing your internal network to
completely separate general administration and office needs from the sensitive data
(such as CRM data and cloud-based ERPs).

Backup connectivity:
To have true redundancy, it’s critical to have a secondary internet provider should
your primary provider’s systems or infrastructure be impacted. Backup connections
using 4G have many limitations and potential cost impacts. Having a secondary
data connection with an independent provider is fundamental to ensure your
business is protected when it matters the most.
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Protecting your business' reputation
The internet has become the heartbeat of the business. The quality of our connectivity has
started to matter more to our reputation than any other message we put out into the world.


Things like getting information to clients fast, looking sharp in a video meeting and
remaining productive - in the office or when working remotely - are all important factors
that should be taken into consideration. Unstable connections and outages reflect poorly
on your business, reduce productivity and increase frustration across the entire business.

“Very lucky to have access to great
non-NBN solutions.”
Brian

Pyrmont
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Quick, seamless access to the internet is critical for every business. If an internet
connection fails, data outages can last minutes, days or weeks. In a world where brand
reputation and customer experience can make or break a business, these data outages
can't be risked, especially during periods of high demand and peak performance.


Important digital work can mean many different things, depending on the business and
industry. It could mean downloading large video files or designing renders without the
interruption of lag. It could mean looking 4K sharp while hosting an international webinar.
It could also mean working with cloud collaboration, design and project management
tools with reliable performance to keep you in your flow. 


With staff putting all their own moment-to-moment demands on office connectivity,
ensuring work feels smooth and uninterrupted takes a smart, balanced approach.

That’s where a second connection
from GigaComm steps in. 


GigaComm has designed, owns and
controls a consistently high-speed
network entirely independent of the
NBN. You can split the ever-increasing
demands on your connectivity across
data streams to give your business
multi-lane internet access – including
a fast lane for priority traffic.

Get A Quote
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Marketing agencies
Whether developing a marketing strategy, creating campaigns or managing exactly how
people will see the message, marketing agencies need to be able to work efficiently,
continuously optimise and deliver what they promise to clients - on time and on budget. 


Once upon a time, marketers were planning campaigns months in advance. Today, it’s
about responding to the zeitgeist and executing it in real-time. So, we’ve seen a huge
uptake of cloud-based project management tools like Asana, Monday.com and
Basecamp, which cover many traditional agency team activities such as briefings, tracking
progress and organising resources on the go. 


These project management tools are being used alongside core company sharing
platforms, like OneDrive and Microsoft Teams, putting more strain on internet
connectivity than ever before.



“NBN was slow and too variable at peak
times. The GigaComm service has been a
complete game changer since the start.
Speeds are highly consistent and at least
10x what we previously experienced. The
installation and customer service journey
has been terrific.”


Tim

South Yarra
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Client management is now almost exclusively cloud-based via CRM systems such as
Salesforce and Hubspot. Similarly, graphic design and video production professionals
manage multiple large digital assets in powerful content management systems such as
Adobe Experience Manager or Sitecore Experience Platform. 


They also need to upload big files fast, often with several roundtrips for revisions and
reviews. And as new technologies like VR, AR and mixed reality are adopted more
widely, agencies need to be testing creative potential and demonstrating what’s on the
horizon for their clients.


Here’s how a dual internet connection could enhance your marketing business:

Best Effort NBN

GigaComm Gigabit Internet

General team traffic for communications

Pushing 4K video production files via

and cloud services for all business

cloud storage to editors for revisions and

operations and client requests

to clients for revie

Agile cloud-based project management

Managing and manipulating asset

workflows across internal and external

libraries stored in cloud workflows

client toolsets
Remote management of video production
Keeping up with the latest news and

and voice-over work via 4K video link

online research across news and social

with rapid asset delivery for fast

media

turnaround execution

Real-time competitive analysis across key

Conduct creative presentations using the

media channels

latest AR and mixed reality formats at 4K
resolutions for remote audiences

Day-to-day video conferencing  
requirements for general meetings

Access agency trading desks and ad
exchanges over your most reliable and

General team communications via internal

consistent connection to ensure

messaging services

placements are always ordered and
optimised in real-time

No SLAs unless you pay extra for them!
 
99.95% Availability SLA and max.  
8 hours outage restoration. 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Co-working spaces

More than fancy furniture and great coffee, clients will love a space served by
GigaComm speeds and redundant feeds.


Co-working members want their whole experience to be a cut above anything they can
find simply working from home. Members want highly connected conference rooms with
cloud-based booking systems, spacious desk facilities, and great environments to relax
over a coffee while networking. With dozens or even hundreds of users vying for
bandwidth, it’s critical to deliver a consistent experience to all visitors.

“In a co-working space fast, secure internet,
is fundamental to our community members
being able to do business. GigaComm
delivers us consistent, super-fast speeds so
there's no fighting for bandwidth or
unreliable service at peak periods. That
makes it great for our members and
removes the frustrations for us. I'd highly
recommend making the switch.”


Rod Janover

Co-Founder, Engine House Co-Working
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A great meeting room won’t be remembered fondly if the Wi-Fi dropped out during
an important meeting. In a world all about facilitating connection and collaboration,
they live and die by the quality of their internet performance.
Here’s how GigaComm can facilitate collaboration in your co-working environment:

Best Effort NBN

GigaComm Gigabit Internet

General team traffic for online access and
cloud services for all business operations
and customer queries

Managed dedicated data connections
assigned to each community member’s
business

General (unsecured) Wi-Fi access for
guests and casual members

4K video conferencing for premium
conference rooms and special event
streaming services

Typical networking for standard tier
members and general meeting rooms
around the premises
General team communications via internal
messaging services
No SLAs unless you pay extra for them!
 

Failover readiness when NBN operations
are interrupted, ensuring all clients have
continuous access 24/7/365
Smart, cloud-based office systems
operating on your most reliable network
to deliver ease of access and premises
utility at all times
Premium production studio facilities
ready for events and live streaming
99.95% Availability SLA and max.  
8 hours outage restoration.
 

That’s where a second connection from
GigaComm steps in.
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Property management
GigaComm puts the real-time into real estate, enabling advanced property marketing
and building management opportunities.


Property management demands high-speed intelligence in every respect. Cloud-based

CRM platforms help agencies plan and deliver high-quality client communications,
from calling prospects to closing a sale. And Real Estate business management is
dependent upon financial accounting platforms like Xero, NetSuite and MYOB and
electronic signature services like DocuSign.

“The speed is awesome, and more
than that, it's consistent.”
Jordan

Chatswood
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Meanwhile, real estate marketing teams are now offering many more drone shoots
and VR walkthroughs to attract the best buyers, and some of the top agents are
streaming open house events to drive great results for sales and auctions. And it all
needs to be managed with strict privacy and legal compliance. 


When any one single interaction can be the difference in winning the client’s business
or closing a sale, 24/7 connectivity is a necessity. Clients want their agents to be
ultra-responsive, present their property in its best light and expect their agents to
have the tools and technology to do both.

Here are some ways to set up ultra-responsive connectivity:

Best Effort NBN

GigaComm Gigabit Internet

General team traffic for online access,
cloud services and team communications
for business operations and client queries

Managed communications for calls and
video conferencing to ensure maximum
reliability

Cloud-based project management, CRM
and legal document workflows across
internal and external client toolsets

Streaming for virtual open house events,
live auctions and other real-time
marketing opportunities

Access to property marketing tools and
platforms for promotional needs

Video production and delivery for
property marketing needs

Connectivity to video walls and
commercial marketing screens that update
on an irregular schedule

Integrated smart building technologies
for real-time proactive maintenance and
service optimisation

Access path for on-site tenants with
standard office connectivity needs,
including IP telephony

Dedicated path for premium tenants and
exclusive quality of service partners who
pay extra for added bandwidth and
connection reliability, especially voice
traffic

No SLAs unless you pay extra for them! 
 

99.95% Availability SLA and max.  
8 hours outage restoration. 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Architecture

Designing and building the future gets a lot faster on GigaComm.


At the meeting point of creativity and engineering, architecture studios need data
systems that enable remote teams to perform high-bandwidth creative collaboration.
Massive render tasks need to be pushed to and from the cloud quickly to take advantage
of the latest AI optimisation techniques.

“I’m loving the performance,
low-latency, and stability of
the service.”



Rob

Pyrmont
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With 1000Mbps connectivity, the cloud starts to feel like an extension of your local
network, ensuring clients can access visualisations when required in 4K video or even
via VR or AR headsets for walkthroughs built in conjunction with media platforms.
High-resolution real-time access for client and team collaboration demands
consistent and reliable data so everyone can feel confident they’re seeing and
hearing what they need.

Here’s how to design high-performing connectivity for your practice:

Best Effort NBN

GigaComm Gigabit Internet

General team traffic for online access and

Presentations for clients in high-resolution

cloud services for all business operations

video and 3D design formats for crystal

and client queries

clear AR and VR real-time walkthroughs

Cloud-based project management and

Send large architectural models to cloud

collaboration workflows across internal

render tools for revision and AI

systems and external client toolsets

optimisation

Day-to-day video conferencing

Share large CAD files through cloud

requirements for general meetings

design tools for real-time creative
collaboration

General team communications via internal
messaging services

High-speed VPN connectivity that does
not interrupt workflow while ensuring

No SLAs unless you pay extra for them!
 

confidential plans are only accessible by
the right people

Share and manage BIM (building
information modelling) project files in the
cloud at all stages of the construction
project management cycle.

99.95% Availability SLA and max.  
8 hours outage restoration. 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Financial traders
With serious money at stake in a split second, GigaComm connectivity means you’ll never
miss a trade.


Does any other online activity define ‘real-time’ business decision-making better than
modern financial trading platforms? There’s a reason trading houses have often been
located as close as possible to communication exchanges – and these days, many of them
invest in private connections for split-second advantages. Executing trades through your
SaaS trading tools, knowing you’ll never miss a beat can make all the difference in the
heat of a bull or bear market.

“It was clear that I was talking to people
who were prepared to listen, were
knowledgeable about the services we
needed and were going to work with us
to deliver within what was an incredibly
short time frame.”
Ben

Xplor
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Likewise, GigaComm adds the security benefits of running isolated network options to
separate your valuable private data related to deals and client relationships from day-today operations, with the assurance of a true extra connection service, so you are never
without data in a critical situation. Layers of reliability, redundancy and security mean your
business will always achieve the best outcomes for your clients and partners.

Secure the best outcomes for your business with super-charged connections:

Best Effort NBN

GigaComm Gigabit Internet

General team traffic for online access and

Running a secure isolated VPN over a

cloud services for all business operations

separate network connection for your

and client queries

most critical and secure private client
data

Cloud-based project management
workflows across internal and external

Real-time trading platforms operated

client toolsets

over a consistent, reliable data line that
runs separately from general business

Keeping up with the latest industry news

systems at the highest speeds possible,

and market research across news and

so you always make trades ahead of your

social media

competitors

General team communications via internal

Redundancy ensures all systems have

messaging services

backup capacity in an industry where a
network outage can cost millions per

Day-to-day video conferencing

minute

requirements for general meetings
99.95% Availability SLA and max.  
No SLAs unless you pay extra for them!
 

8 hours outage restoration. 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ICT services

GigaComm knows that connectivity is everything in ICT.


If you’re selling connectivity, then you know what an unmanaged outage would do to
your reputation. High-reliability uptime doesn’t mean running one perfect network; it
means planning for unexpected incidents and being ready to respond. 


Having the highest speed services available, operating smart services across multiple
lanes of data, and maintaining robust redundancy measures mean your business and
your client systems are always available. For those providing clients with phone
services and other cloud SaaS tools, ensuring access is as ‘always-on’ as possible from
client and internal offices.

“Fastest internet speeds I have ever
had the pleasure of using.”
John

Chatswood
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Super-charged connectivity starts here:

Best Effort NBN

GigaComm Gigabit Internet

General team traffic for online access and

Managed communications platform for

cloud services for all business operations

high volume client services, so real-time

and client queries

voice and video always perform at their
best

Access and manage SaaS self-service
client portals

4K video conferencing services for
demanding livestream presentation and

Cloud-based project management and

real-time enterprise communications

collaboration workflows across internal
and external client toolsets

High-speed capacity for clients to alter all
aspects of their service plans and seat

General team communications via internal

usage instantly and reliably 24/7/365

and SaaS messaging services
Demonstrate next-generation
Day-to-day video conferencing

telepresence solutions using VR and AR

requirements for general meetings

technologies to bring clients on a journey
into the future

No SLAs unless you pay extra for them!
 
True redundancy is a must for
communications businesses with servicelevel agreements that require always-on
availability
99.95% Availability SLA and max.  
8 hours outage restoration. 

Get in touch to find a solution
for your business.
Get in Touch
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